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Developing the blue economy
Over the past six years the EU has developed a substantial
track record on blue growth. We are continuing to invest
substantial funds, energy and vision into promoting
sustainable blue growth:
Ø Streamlined research efforts and investment in R&I – more
than 800 million euros over the past three years

Ø 275 million euros for maritime policy in the EMFF
Ø new macro-regional strategies and sea basin initiatives
with a focus on blue growth.

Ø stakeholder-led groups like the Ocean Energy Forum and
the Blue Bioeconomy Forum

Ø Investments in ocean energy demonstration projects, ports
infrastructure, green shipping, blue biotechnology, etc.

Ø Data-sharing (EMODNET), MSP Directive, etc.
Ø Business and Investor matchmaking: Blue Invest



Developing the blue economy

To fully realise its potential and deliver sustainable economic
growth, we need significant investment in innovation.
Key enabling technologies and technology transfer Important
open up new opportunities. They promise breakthrough
innovations as well as improvements in efficiency, productivity
and cost structures in many ocean activities.
We also need to harness more sustainable ocean resources to
contribute to our clean energy transition or grow more food to
relieve pressure on land.
The pace of innovation in the blue economy is lower than
anticipated, in particular as concerns commercialization and
upscaling of successful innovations. Key reason: finance



EU funding for blue economy

The EMFF Blue Economy call (2018) is providing grants on three
specific topics:
- Blue Labs (innovative solutions for maritime challenges),
- Blue Careers (innovative teaching and leaning approaches)
- Grants for the Blue Economy (investing in innovation);

Innovation financing: Horizon 2020, InnovFin EU Finance for
Innovators and InnovFin Risk Sharing Finance Facility, NER300 (low-
carbon demo projects), CEF / COSME Motorways of the Sea Policy,
Green Shipping Guarantee Programme;

Risk financing through the Investment Plan for Europe: Mobilising
finance via EFSI, European Investment Advisory Hub; European
Investment Project Portal;

LIFE+: Funding for marine projects available.

Soon: InnovFin Circular Bio-economy Investment Platform





Phase I
2018

Ø Blue Invest event -> May 2018

Ø Assessment of projects pipeline -> 600 projects so far

Ø Blue Economy market study -> by August 2018

Blue Economy Investment Platform

Ø Assistance platform -> Q1-2019

Ø Conditional grants -> Q1-2019 

Phase II 
2019

Ø Blue Invest Med -> January 2019

Towards an EU Blue Economy Investment Platform 

Ø Blue Invest Atlantic -> October 2018



Digital transformation
Industrial leadership

Energy transition 
Security

Stronger Global Actor

SDG 14/Oceans
Circular economy
Lower emissions

Ecosystem protection
Food security

Climate change adaptation

ü Aquaculture
ü Clean shipping
ü Pharmaceuticals
ü Coastal protection
ü Renewable energy
ü Blue bio technology

ü IT and innovative services

EU priorities SDGs 2030



DG MARE Investment Market Study (2018)

Stage 1

§ Market assessment
§ Financial participants
§ Pipeline: Initial long list of qualifying companies: 600
§ 35 investment dossiers with detailed information

Stage 2
§ Shortlist of credible sustainable businesses / 

projects reduced to 35
§ Investment dossiers prepared on 35
§ Specification of investment platform for EU 

Blue Economy sector based on final list

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/mariti
meforum/en/node/4226

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/maritimeforum/en/node/4226


Range of project sectors in study pipeline

Renewable energy 
and bio-marine 
technology are the 
most frequently 
represented sectors 
among the projects 
studied
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Technical readiness levels of the projects analysed



Key findings on markets and innovation

The literature analysis has shown different drivers of innovation in 
the Blue economy sectors, which may boost development through 
innovation in established as well as in emerging industries

This results in sector specific opportunities and challenges

It is important to make these opportunities and challenges widely 
understood among potential investors



Market Gaps Identified

Sectors: 
• bio-economy: food, feed, fuel
• high technology: IT, shipbuilding, equipment, materials 
• ocean energy (separate study): ancillary services
• natural resources: circular economy, working with 

nature
Geographical:
• Southern Europe
• Baltic States 
• Eastern Europe

Stage requiring further support:
• companies moving to commercialisation and growth
• amounts between €2m and €15m



SMEs in the Blue Economy face limited access to private funding, with a 
funding gap identified of about EUR 60 to 70 bn.

SMEs face major obstacles in obtaining finance which are related to 
idiosyncratic risks linked to operations on, under or near the sea. Firms in 
innovative sectors face higher risks.  

The majority of investors investing in blue firms do not specifically target 
the Blue Economy, but includes this segment to diversify the investment 
portfolio.

Thus project promoters within and outside the Blue Economy compete for 
funding. The idiosyncratic risk reduces their chances.

Key findings on the finance



Investors approach to the Blue Economy

Stable, legally certain regulatory environment required
Public authorities can facilitate investment by creating catalytic risk sharing 
mechanisms such as first loss capital

Do not specifically target Blue Economy
Do not invest in small Blue Economy firms
Start-up accelerator programmes, providing a mix of funding 
opportunities, mentoring, and networking
Few existing private investment platforms focus on the Blue Economy
Financing landscape relatively immature but dynamic

Decisions on a project by project basis
Decisions based on marketability, potential to scale up, and innovativeness
Investments in large, capital-intensive maritime assets - to diversify 
investment portfolio



The recommendation for overcoming the funding gap is a Blue Economy 
Platform (BEIP) as a single contact point for funding.

This should help to ensure that funding reaches the innovative, young 
businesses contributing to a sustainable Blue Economy. The major funding 
gaps occurs for amounts between EUR 3 mio to EUR 15 mio. 

The BEIP should gather funds from public and private sources into a single 
financing platform. 

There are various options for such a platform (direct, indirect and co-investment 
structures). Key requirements are a reasonably short implementation time, 
levering financial resources of the European Commission, avoidance of 
duplication and competition with existing players, attractiveness for investors, as 
well as the right kind of funding for investees. 

Key findings on Investment platform



Possible investment platform structures
EIB and EIF 
significant 

funding and 
lending 

experience

Sector or 
geographic 

focused fund

Fund of  funds 



Public & Private 
Investors

Assistance Platform: 
Investment Readiness & Matchmaking

EU conditional 
grants

Blue projects pipeline



Assistance Platform (Spring 2019)
This mechanism will:

• operate a blue "investment and innovation community" virtual and physical (BI 
events + workshops) allowing the constant interaction between companies and 
investors and pro-actively 

• help SMEs to become investment-ready though assistance packages 
• expand  project pipeline and help with the deal-flow/close business deals. 
• through an ‘investor jury’ support EASME in the evaluation of proposals for DG 

MARE BE calls (towards ‘blending’)
• help/lay groundwork for a specifically dedicated European Blue Economy financial 

instrument 

It will reach out to relevant target groups, including investors (financial institutions, 
funds, foundations, impact investors and other relevant players), companies and 
intermediaries (incubators, accelerators, maritime clusters)

Synergies and partnering with existing services and support instruments at the EU, 
national and regional level will of course be crucial





Opportunities 
continue… stay tuned! 

#BlueInvest


